SUPERHEROES
ORDINARY
MIGHTY MARIAH CAN SHAPE SHIFT

HER DREAMS THAT SHE IS A SUPERHERO, "MIGHTY"

THEY ARE HER ROCK. EVERY DREAM SHE HAS, SHE

HOSPITAL IS FILLED WITH "SUPERHERO THINGS.

SURGERY, HER HOSPITAL WARD AT ST VICAR’S

CANCER. SHE OFTEN HAS TO GO THROUGH

MARIAH IS 10 YEARS OLD. SADLY SHE HAS BRAIN

AND FLY TOO, SHE IS BEAUTIFUL.

MARIAH". MIGHTY MARIAH CAN SHAPE SHIFT

THEY ARE HER ROCK. EVERY DREAM SHE HAS, SHE

HOSPITAL IS FILLED WITH "SUPERHERO THINGS."

SURGERY, HER HOSPITAL WARD AT ST VICAR’S

CANCER. SHE OFTEN HAS TO GO THROUGH

MARIAH IS 10 YEARS OLD. SADLY SHE HAS BRAIN
He is awesome.

Walk through walls and has Night Vision.

"Brilliant Blake". Brilliant Blake can
Blake dreams of being his own superhero.

Is in the same hospital ward as Mariah.

Blake is 8 years old. He has lung cancer. He
And can become invisible. She is the best.
Like a chameleon, has super stretchy limbs.

"Sonic Sandra." Sonic Sandra can blend
Ward as the others. She dreams of being
SNDROMED. She too is in the same hospital
Sandra is 6 years old. She has Down
They are interlocked as one. Matter how far apart from each other they are different they are still connected. No though Maria, Blake and Sandra are very
To see him there.

DID MAGIC TRICKS. EVERYONE WAS VERY HAPPY.

HIM PERFORM. HE MADE BALLOON ANIMALS AND

EVERYONE IN THE HOSPITAL WARD WENT TO SEE

CAME TO ST VICAR’S HOSPITAL ONE DAY.

ZEROBO THE CLOWN IS A LOCAL ENTERTAINER. HE
Mariah wore the red one.
Blue one, Sandra wore the purple one and
Mariah, Blake and Sandra, Blake wore the
answer. Surely enough he picked
the children sat quietly waiting to hear
was a blue one, a purple one and a red one.
Audience to wear his balloon caps. There
zero picked three children from the
Surretterosei! I felt like real.

They couldn't hold their horses. They truly.

Everyone saw their eyes light up with joy.

When they stepped up to put the caps on...
It is now ten days before Christmas and every night the children wished, under the Christmas tree that they could be real superheroes.
Was happy, excited, amazed!

She exclaimed to her mother, "This is a superhero body suit. "Surely enough, Mariah's dream came true."
A Honey Bee.

He said with excitement, "He was as happy as brilliant Blake. He received shiny gold boots and cool gloves. "This is awesome" Blake's wish was fulfilled. He became
Squealed with excitement. She felt great.

With SS on it, "Eeeeeeiiiiiiikkkkkk" she received a pair of bouncy boots and a cape.

Sandra's wish came true as well. She
Sandra could never be seen again.

To spot enemies in the dark, and finally
through many walls and used his night vision
saved the world. Brilliant Blake walked
mighty Mariah flew around, fought crime and